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Message from CEO

And we thought that life would return to normal. But it seems that “business is not as usual”
but, instead, it is a time of uncertainty and high levels of anxiety and stress for many of us. Yet,
it is also a time in which our collective commitment to supporting BIPOC communities is more
critical than ever.
At the outset, I would like to offer my thanks for your dedication and diligence in serving the
vulnerable population across our region. Collectively, we have risen and pooled our sleeves and
delivered the services to the best of our abilities. We started working remotely with very little
and thanks to all our funders, we are now better equipped than before.
Thanks are also due to our funders for allowing us to reach the most vulnerable community
members in our region. Thanks to United Way Greater Toronto, Government of Canada, Government of Ontario, Brampton Caledon Community Foundation, Region of Peel, and Ontario
Community Support Association, for providing timely funds. Without these funds many residents would be without food and other necessities.
The Pandemic has laid bare the inequities as it has disproportionally affected BIPOC communities. PCHS is again rising to the occasion to serve the most vulnerable communities. We have
recently hired our first social work staff from the Black community to provide services to the
community. The board and senior staff are committed to serve BIPOC communities and we are
moving in a big way to fulfil the gap in these communities.
PCHS is continuously working with our partners Indus Community Services and Wise Elephant
Family Health Team to bring about the much needed APNA Ontario Health Team to fruition.
The health needs of the South Asian community, we believe, cannot be adequately

Keep Safe
and wear a

FACE MASK

addressed unless we have the Ontario Health Team which is able to use a equity
lens to deliver services.
Please take care of yourselves and your families. Again, my thanks to you for
your dedication and collaboration.
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T

he year 2020 has been

mands services to be delivered

connected with the right re-

full of challenges, includ-

in a linguistically appropriate

sources and a welcome in their

ing the COVID-19 outbreak,

and culturally sensitive manner,

own language would be a great

rising social unrest due to the

especially to our newcomer

relief for them.

pandemic and an upsurge of

community members.
The services will include but

racist incidents all across North
America. The need for commu-

The community hub concept

are not limited to interpre-

nity services and collaborations

that is part of the Southfields

tation of documents, English

among the service providers

Community Centre is key to

language learning, support in a

become more important during

what will make it a vibrant

job search and all kinds of social

these hard times.

community connector. It is

gatherings. PCHS also pro-

integral to Caledon’s trinodal

vides services in mental health,

Caledon Community Services

development plan launched in

addictions and social services

(CCS) and Punjabi Community

1997. Good on our community

including better families and

Health Services (PCHS) have

for staying the course.

family enhancement.

in the beautiful Southfields

CCS works hard at being

Services will be available in

Community Centre to serve the

aligned with our council’s prior-

Spanish, Punjabi, Hindu, Urdu

residents of Caledon.

ities and directions. Our expan-

and more. We invite and pro-

sion into Southfields furthers

mote other community agencies

PCHS and CCS are glad to

our mission of contributing to

to use the space available and

be expanding the newcom-

the quality of life in the areas

offer their programming from

er settlement programs and

of health, jobs and life. We are

there.

to do something good for the community

other services in Caledon’s new

targeting newcomer and settle-

community centre. The federal

ment services, and our partner-

We are hoping to do something

during these hard times

government, through Immigra-

ship with our friends in PCHS

good for the community during

tion, Refugees and Citizenship

is a great fit in that regard. We

these hard times.

Canada, have supported the

also appreciate its innovative

expansion and we are thankful

spirit and hope to learn from

For more information regard-

to them. As Canada embraces

our partner while supporting

ing the availability of services

its diversity, this happens to be

their growth as well.

please visit www.pchs4u.com

joined together in a new office

Punjabi Community Health Services and
Caledon Community Services are hoping

» Puneet Kaur Dhillon

and www.ccs4u.org or contact

not only an exciting collabora-

The services will include but are not limited to interpretation of documents,

tion but also platform to serve

Welcoming the newcomers who

English language learning, support in a job search and all kinds of social

the community in a better and

are landing in Canada during

gatherings.

culturally appropriate manner.

these hard times is even more

The increased diversity de-

important as they need to be

puneet@pchs4u.com.
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We also call on the Toronto

crime charges be laid we demand

Quebec Mosque shooting in

Police Services (TPS) and the

that the TPS and the Ministry of

2017, we collectively said, “never

Attorney General of Ontario to

the Attorney General release the

again”. The murder of Zafis shows

investigate and prosecute the

results of its investigation into

we have not done nearly enough

Zafis murder as a hate crime

why no hate crimes charges were

to tackle this issue. Swift and un-

and ensure that the TPS involve

laid.

compromising action to combat
hate needs to happen now.

experts with knowledge of the

Joint Statement on the murder

Nazi Satanist ideology into the

It is not enough to just condemn

investigation. Should no hate

this heinous crime. After the

outside of International Muslim
Organization

Signed,
MEMBERS OF THE ANTI-HATE COMMUNITY LEADERS’ GROUP

• Across Boundaries: An Ethnoracial Mental Health Centre		

• Bernie Farber

• Alliance for South Asian AIDS Prevention				

• Anela Jadunandan

As members of the Anti-hate

incidents of hate crimes, online

digenous and Anti-Black racism in

• Bernie FarberCanadian Anti-Hate Network				

• Bernie FarberCanadian Arab Federation

Community Leaders’ Group, we

hate speech, and hate incidents

Canada.

• Canadian Arab Anti-discrimination Committee				

• Canadian Centre for Victims of Torture

condemn the murder of

throughout Canada. We have seen

• Canadian Muslim Vote							

• Catholic Crosscultural Services

Mohamed-Aslim Zafis on

an exponential rise in hate against

It is time that our government

• Chinese and Southeast Asian Legal Clinic				

• J-SpaceCanada

September 12th, 2020, at the

Asian Canadians and most recently

take hate in this country seriously

• Chinese Canadian National Council - Toronto Chapter 			

• Jeewan Chanicka

doorsteps of the of the Interna-

in Toronto, against South Asian and

and double down on their efforts

• City of Toronto - Confronting Anti-Black Racism Unit			

• Karen R. Mock

tional Muslim Organization, a

Muslim Canadians, not to mention

to combat all forms of hate and

• Coalition Against White Supremacy and Islamophobia			

• Naseem Mithoowani

mosque located in the Rexdale

the longstanding issues of Anti-In-

racism.

• Colour of Poverty - Colour of Change Steering Committee		

• Gibraltar Leadership Academy

• Council of Agencies Serving South Asians				

• Hispanic Development Council

• El-Tawhid Juma Circle: The Unity Mosque				

• Islamic Foundation of Toronto		

• Labour Community Services of Metropolitan Toronto Inc.		

• Salaam Canada

• Ontario Council of Agencies Serving Immigrants			

• Midyanta Community Services

neighbourhood of Toronto.
The media have reported that

We urge the Government of Canada

the suspect charged with the

to:

first-degree murder of Zafis has

•

•

Take strong and aggressive

Develop a comprehensive

approach with social media

shared social media posts that

Anti-hate Strategy as part of

companies if they fail to moni-

appear to be content from a

its Anti-Racism Secretariat to

tor and remove hate from their

• Ontario Agency for Health Protection and Promotion			

• Ontario Human Rights Commission

satanic neo-Nazi group which is

specifically target hate-motivat-

platforms

• Punjabi Community Health Services					

• Roots Community Services

anti-Semitic and racist.

ed crimes and online hate

Provide stable funding to civic

• Social Services Network						

• South Asian Legal Clinic of Ontario

Once again refer to our rec-

organizations to conduct An-

• Tamil Canadian Centre for Civic Action					

• United Way of Greater Toronto

Since the start of the pandemic,

ommendations for legislative

ti-hate awareness campaigns for

• Urban Alliance on Race Relations					

• Walied Khogali Ali

we have been seeing increased

changes to combat hate crimes

the communities they serve

• World Sikh Organization						

• YWCA Canada

•

•
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The company has recently es-

Canada who are giving back to

Punjabi Community Health

tablished the Rogers Diversity

their communities in a meaning-

Services

in Communications Scholar-

ful way, all nominated through

ship to support a student who

17 national partnership organi-

Punjabi Community Health

self-identifies as a Black/Afri-

zations including Big Brothers

Services is a pioneer communi-

can, Indigenous and/or racial-

Big Sisters Canada, Boys & Girls

ty-based non-profit organiza-

ized person in their third year of

Clubs Canada, YMCA Canada,

tion. PCHS has been fulfilling

the Bachelor of Public Relations

Right to Play, Indspire and Pflag

the needs of diverse popula-

program at Humber.

Canada. Collectively, the 2020

tions for 30 years by providing

recipients represent 10 provinc-

services in addictions, mental

“One of the key parts of inclu-

es and 82 cities or towns, with

health, geriatric services, health

sion is ensuring that a range of

75 per cent of national commu-

promotion, domestic violence,

views and voices make their way

nity recipients as members of

parenting, settlement and

around every table. At Rogers,

BIPOC communities. Now in its

services for women, children

we believe that the diversity of

fourth year, Ted Rogers Scholar-

and youth. PCHS has several

our workforce needs to reflect

ships have awarded $6.5 million

research studies to its credit

Rogers, along with Punjabi Community Health Services, headed by CEO and alumnus

the diversity of the customers

in scholarships to recognize

and is recognized as an innova-

Baldev Mutta, support equity and opportunity for Humber BIPOC students.

we’re privileged to serve,” says

the incredible achievements

tive organization for community

Rogers’ Chief Communications

of 1,400 young Canadians who

development and its integrated

Officer Sevaun Palvetzian.

have given back to their com-

holistic service delivery mod-

Humber donors
launch new
scholarships
for BIPOC
students

Canada’s educational institu-

cation and encourage them to

and media company that strives

“We’re proud to partner with

munities and as they embark on

el. PCHS is accredited by the

tions have experienced issues of

pursue the career path of their

to provide the very best in

Humber in the creation of this

post-secondary studies.

Commission of Accreditation

inequity that put Black, Indig-

choice. Two such partners are

wireless, residential and media

scholarship supporting diverse

enous and People of Colour

Rogers and Punjabi Community

to Canadians and Canadian

talent, and we can’t wait to

This year Rogers celebrates

International and Imagine Can-

(BIPOC) at a disadvantage.

Health Services.

business.

see the impact that the next

these scholarships as part of

ada and is a 2SLGBTQ-sensitive

generation of communications

The 60 Project, a year-long

organization. Headed by CEO

Rogers is committed to to sup-

leaders will have on our national

initiative to mark Rogers’ 60th

and Humber alumnus Baldev

porting inclusion and diversity

narrative.”

anniversary by giving back and

Mutta, Punjabi Community

building a stronger Canada –

Health Services aims to create

Compared to their white peers,
BIPOC students are less likely

Rogers

to graduate and are underrep-

Rehabilitation Facilities (CARF)

resented in many fields. Fortu-

Rogers is a proud Canadian

and earlier this year partnered

nately, Humber’s community

company, founded by Ted Rog-

with the Black Professionals

The Humber scholarship builds

from volunteering, monetary

more diverse and equitable

partners are stepping in to pro-

ers with the purchase of his first

In Tech Network (BPTN) and

on Rogers legacy of education-

donations and fundraising sup-

representation in the social

vide support, including schol-

radio station, CHFI, in 1960.

the BlackNorth Initiative CEO

al support through the annual

port; to investing in Canada and

services sector, including sup-

arships for BIPOC students to

Since then, Rogers has grown

Pledge.

Ted Rogers Scholarships, which

the networks that keep Canadi-

porting a scholarship for equity

help them complete their edu-

to become a leading technology

recognize young leaders across

ans connected.

seeking groups at Humber.

Source: https://bit.ly/32WCrP8
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Why Do Some People
Hurt Others?
» Jessica J Lockhart

When children hear threats and

what they see, many of those

By the time those children are

see physical dominance as a

children will take the example

exposed to other models, their

regular part of their days, such

they have in front of them to

early beliefs are already es-

behaviors can become the norm,

be the norm. They will consider

tablished and strengthened. It

the example to imitate and copy.

abusing others the logical way to

will not be until they are much

If their role models usually insult,

be adults. They will understand

older that the other alternatives

criticize or make fun of others,

relationships to require a violent,

become visible or accessible to

that is what they will learn and

aggressive discourse. They will

them. By then, they will reject

aspire to do. They will slowly

expect submission from others if

them because their convictions

change their innate reactions by

they are to be what they should.

are already quite firm. They will

gradually convincing themselves

Some will adopt the opposite

reproduce their learned behav-

that their reality is as should be,

view, true; that of the victim or

ior and step on others to gain

even if their innermost feelings

victims, the only second role

admiration or preponderance,

seem to contradict what they

they witness in their early years.

without even considering that

see others doing. Little by little,

In this case, they might grow to

there could be a different way.

the first impulses that lead those

display

Let's not forget that, to them,

children to smiling and loving

iors,

when being smiled at and loved,
dwindle and change because
their experience teaches them

Every human being seeks happiness, even if happiness may be something different for

that those reactions are not OK.

each of us. When babies are born, they all intuitively cry when hurt and smile when

By observing those around them,

loved or pampered. Some of them later choose pain over pleasure. Why? Children's

those whose behavior is their

natural instincts lead them to loving and caring.

example, they start controlling
their intuitive responses and
adopt new ones that are more

When a child is born, the kid's

ethnic group or social class. Most

others first. Unfortunately, that

natural and intuitive response to

of them will also treat those

is not always like that.

loving gestures and affection is a

around them the same way they

positive one while the response

are treated themselves. If love is

Some children are exposed to

in case of pain or neglect is

what they get, love is what they

certain experiences in their early

crying and sadness. This is the

give. Unless something terri-

years that teach them to treat

natural response in all children,

ble happens, children grow up

other human beings some other

no matter what their origin,

responding the same way, loving

ways.

similar to the ones they observe
in their immediate environment.

Most abusers and bullies learn
their behaviour from their
elders.
Unless there is an alternative
behavior to make them question

similar behavtoo.

that is the norm.
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Most bullies, abusers, tyrants

respectful parents in other fam-

in the presence of children when

and racists are created this way.

ilies. When witnessing a harsh,

inappropriate behaviors are

They only follow the lead they

critical, insulting discourse, the

displayed. No adult should laugh

had in their early years. Un-

child should hear others treating

when others are being ridiculed

questioned in their convictions

their equals with love and re-

or made fun of. All adults should

for quite a few years, they were

spect, maybe from those around,

make it their goal to share posi-

never really given a different

to counterbalance the model the

tive and respectful relationships

chance.

child has. When an adult abuses

so that little witnesses are given

other weaker ones, the child

a chance to adopt them, too.

Society needs to offer chil-

should also see how other adults

dren alternative role models

protect the victim and question

No violence should be fought

to change learned patterns of

the abuser. Only then will our

with greater violence. There's

abuse.

society change; when those little

no need for that. If we consider

If society is to change, if violence

children whose beliefs are being

that all human beings are born to

and aggression are to become

settled now are given the chance

enjoy being loved and cared for,

the exception instead of the

to adopt and preserve their natu-

why not make it a world move-

norm, alternative roles should

ral instincts to love, support and

ment to prevent as many children

be present in all children's early

care for others, like they first felt

as possible from changing their

years. If negative role models are

upon birth.

beliefs just by offering them an
alternative? That's all it takes,

to be overruled, more positive
ones need to be experienced to

It's time to stop the dissemina-

really. When societies publicly

offer those children the oppor-

tion of abusive roles.

display that powerful message of

tunity to question the first ones.

Abuse and violence will not be

support and care, most children

Only by making a general, soci-

eradicated by policies, rules or

will be exposed to it. It's time to

ety-wide effort will we be able to

laws. They will not be eliminated

stop looking the other way or to

To register please follow the link below:

uproot those deep, engrained be-

from society by treatments and

enjoy the show. It's time to lead

https://bit.ly/33Ph8Q6

liefs that travel from generation

therapies. The only real way is

our younger generations in a

to generation and perpetuate

through education, by offering

more positive direction.

violence against other, weaker

our youngest alternative models

human beings.

that will prevent them from replicating destructive and aggres-

Where an abusive parent dis-

sive behaviors. The effort needed

plays dominance, a young child

is a global, society-wide one. No

should be exposed to loving,

adult should look the other way

Source: https://bit.ly/34oBXlH

Compass to Connect is an IRCC funded program designed to ensure newcomers are able to find the settlement services they need.
Access over 60 IRCC funded services
Compass to Connect will help you find services easily and connect with service providers from the comfort of your home. The website is already associated with service providing organizations across Peel and Halton looking to help you with your settlement
needs. All services are IRCC funded and FREE to access by newcomers.
Choose your native language and location
If you do not speak English or French, you can select organizations that speak your preferred language of service near you.
More than 60 services available from services providers in the following categories:
Settlement Counselling and Referrals			

Community Services

Credential Recognition Programs				Education
Employment						Information for Francophones
Internet Access and Free Printing				Language Programs
Mental Wellness 						Programs for Seniors
Programs for Youth 					Starting a Business
Translation and Legal Services

Safe and secure
Compass to Connect ensures your information is secure and sent only to the service providers you choose.
Eligible IRCC clients
Permanent Residents of Canada, Protected Persons, Individuals pending verification, Convention refugees and Live-in Caregivers
Social Media
Please follow us on social media.
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/compassfornewcomers/
Instagram: http://www.instagram.com/compassfornewcomers/
Twitter: http://www.twitter.com/compass2connect/
Create your profile and connect with service providers from anywhere! Visit Compass to Connect today! For more information,
contact us at info@compasstoconnect.ca
Compass to Connect is coordinated by Achēv, formerly known as the Centre for Education & Training.
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How to Overcome
Negative thoughts
» Chinonso Nwajiaku

lapse of your goals.

Life has many stages the good,

arguments, we tend to develop

bad and ugly. The way we han-

certain mindsets about people.

dle these stages and deal with

Now, you've got to stick to the

Why do we need to develop and

situations in our life matters

positive side of them and don't

maintain positive thoughts?

a lot. A lot of things happen as

give up. I’ll teach you how to

Because your thought is the

we grow up in life, different

unlearn the Negative thoughts

engine that drives your life. You

experiences unfold itself as we

you’ve accumulated about

have to keep them Positive to

mature.

people.

stay positive. When you don't,
It's like putting a faulty engine

We meet new faces and engage

Negative thoughts are like the

in a very beautiful car what

in lots of businesses everyday.

bad vibes in whatever we do.

do you think will happen, your

Being that we meet people

No matter how positive your

guess is as good as mine. The

in our everyday life. Along

plans or actions are, as long

thought is so powerful that it is

the line, through interaction,

as it is attached to a negative

the seat of ideas. Some say that

discussion and sometimes even

thought it can lead to the col-

the thought generates ideas.

It is the very place that ideas

unbelieving. Avoid those set of

sciously focus on the positive

begins to grow and it is very

persons if you can't help them,

side of life. Instead of hating

important we ensure that our

because if you keep on fol-

someone for a bad attitude.

thoughts are the very positive

lowing them it's only a matter

Try to remember the good side

ones.

of time you will become like

of that person. It has a way of

them. Meanwhile you can get

conditioning your mind for love

Now, what happens when some-

so Positive that you don't need

and positivity.

one has developed or has the

to avoid anyone because your

habit of sticking to negativity?

positivity is contagious. And

Read positive Books

what can the person do to over-

can influence anyone around

In life, there are several books

come them.

you for good.

in almost every aspect of
human life or endeavor. What

Here are five easy ways to over-

Condition your mind to see

you need to do is to pick a book

come negative thoughts.

Positivity

(especially the one that pro-

It is not enough to avoid people

motes positivity) that perhaps

Avoid Negative people if you

or friends to stay positive. You

covers the project you want

can't change them

also have a part to play in mak-

to embark on. A good example

In life there are lots of people

ing sure that you stay positive

of such book is “The power of

with different idea, beliefs and

always. For example you want

positive thinking” by Norman

views about things and how

to embark on a project, start by

Vincent Pearl. By so doing, you

things should be done. But

asking yourself; what should I

will discover many ways to do

there are particular sets of per-

do to make sure this project is

the project you wanted to do

sons that tend to only see the

a success? Picture the project

and even sometimes a whole

negative side of things. When

succeeding. See its successful

lot of opportunities you never

the both of you are discussing

implementation even before

thought were possible or ever

about a particular project you

you begin. When you do this,

existed begins to unfold. Sever-

want to embark on they tend to

your mind receives the positive

al Possibilities will open to you

give advice or raise a point that

energy to start and finish the

and from there, you’ll be faced

will make you see the project

project successfully.

with several Positive choices
that can better your life.

as one not worth the risk. They
tend to frighten and discour-

Always condition your mind to

age the individual that want

stay positive. Even when you

I also have another book for

to carry out great feats. These

have a thousand reason to think

you. It is a very wonderful one

set of persons are fearful and

Negatively. Decide to con-

that has helped millions of
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people obtain positive mind-

Keep developing you mind

Never settle for a level. Keep

set. And it is still helping many

After practicing the steps that

developing your mind until

today. It has transformed

have been stated above, avoid

everything about you screams

several people positively and I

going back to those things,

"Positivity".

believe it can change yours for

place or habits that made you

the better also. It is the Bible,

have negative thoughts. And

Meditate on Good things

yes I mean the Christian HOLY

also avoid people that also

Whatever you allow into your

BIBLE. If you read and practice

subconscious mind will rule

what it says it will definitely

you. Be mindful of what you
spend time to meditate on. Do

change your life. The Bible

not dwell long on Nega-

has a way of shaping

tive things. Focus your

the mindset of men

mind on good reports,

for positivity. For
example, a pas-

beautiful things, love,

sage like Philip-

pure things, and truth.

pians 4:8 gave us

Register these things

an extensive list

into your subcon-

of what to think

scious through medita-

on to maintain a

tion. When you meditate
on good things, your mind

peaceful mind. You can

begins to unconsciously stay

start from there. Read and
practice what it says. It can

positive. Suddenly you’ll begin

not only change your negative

to give Positive response even
the type of

in opposing and Negative situa-

thoughts but it will also change

have

your life for good. Also, if you

mindsets you dropped. You

tions. What you feed your mind

are still very young, growing up

may rather seek to help them

on will determine how you'll

and you want to avoid the mis-

than subscribe to those failure

respond to things.

takes that several people make

ideologies. In so doing, you will

while growing up. I suggest

discover that you’ll begin to ex-

Your thoughts rule your life.

you read the book of proverbs,

perience a new line of positive

Therefore determine to con-

psalm and Ecclesiastes they are

thought patterns, and suddenly

sciously condition your mindset

all contained in the Bible. They

you’ll start to grow emotionally

with the tools listed above so as

will definitely help you.

and all-round.

to get the best out of your life.
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Virtual Youth Group

In times like this it is vital for

and interests.

In addition, we try to discuss
topics in relation to physical

youth to communicate, express, and share their feelings

The virtual youth group which

and social well being. Which

and thoughts especially when

runs from every Thursday from

ultimately, aids in life skills

distanced from their physical

5:00 pm to 7:00 pm which pro-

training and emotional intelli-

academic environment and

vides youth with a wonderful

gence growth. Aside from this,

social lives.

opportunity to engage. During

we also do movie nights, assist

times of COVID many feel iso-

with homework (if needed)

We are fortunate enough to

lated and their mental health is

games, facilitate and run activi-

have curated a virtual plat-

of concern. We have designed

ties by youth members such

form via Zoom, to provide a

this platform to provide moral

as drawing tutorials and yoga

comfortable and safe space

support and a space for youth

sessions.

for youth to connect, socialize,

to delegate conversations and

express, and share their needs

share how they feel.

Registration Links:
Session 04: https://bit.ly/32jdmgO
Session 05: https://bit.ly/2YqJMVB		

Session 06: https://bit.ly/31k9soL

July, 2020 | Punjabi Community Health Services |
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Me: “Hmmm I hear you…. But
How would you like me to help
you?”

It is 2020: Are Woman Rights Human Rights? She is born as
a daughter, becomes a wife nurtures family as a mother and
then a grandmother. It is a long journey honestly, but is she

Her: “Can you please let my

being treated as a HUMAN BEING in all respects?

husband know that I am a human being, Is it possible for him

anymore”.

Are Woman Rights Human

to treat me the same?”

Me: “Of course, We can work
together to figure things out
and shape your family picture
better. Very importantly, PCHS
offers supportive counselling

Me: “Please don’t worry I am

Rights? Is she allowed to speak

here to help you, I would also

up and say, “I would not appre-

like to tell you that PCHS

ciate this with me, it breaks

broadcasts Purple Tales that

me, I am living being too and

you may benefit from looking

deserve right to live happy”.

forward”.
Coming across painful woman

to the individuals in the Family Enhancement Program to
strengthen relationships in
the family. All these services

It is 2020: Are Woman Rights

are culturally and linguistically
appropriate. The mission of this
program is to help clients reach

Human Rights?

their goals.

In context, woman empow-

» Gurjot Sohi

erment is our prime focus,
uplifting them to break the

It was Monday, I started my

hope as soon I said

Her: “But I am just tired now,

week, back to work after a

“HELLO, HOW MAY I HELP

it is heartbreaking, emotion-

relaxing weekend…!

YOU?”

ally something I can’t take it
anymore. I am concerned how

A Laadli of her parents called

It took a lot of courage for her

it would affect my kids and my

me…...heard someone was feel-

to tell me that she has been

husband thinks I am just making

ing anxious to share what she

suffering something from last 5

it big…..Am I?”

was going through. She got the

years. It continues….

Where we are standing in 2020?

Many more stories every other

stories led me to think and

day leaving me with the same

motivated me to come forward,

thought:

therefore cast light on anything

It is 2020: Are Woman Rights

that is not being touched about

Human Rights? She is born as

woman lives.

a daughter, becomes a wife
nurtures family as a mother and

How differently today’s girls

then a grandmother. It is a long

and woman are from their

journey honestly, but is she be-

grandmothers who lived their

ing treated as a HUMAN BEING

entire lives not expressing what

in all respects?

they deserve?

I personally think woman’s role

Me: “Where AM I STANDING in

is just not limited to the home

my life?”

stigma they have been carrying
especially in South-Asian culture. Things can be alright, trust
me”. I added.
Her: “Really? So nice of you.
Please take my information
and book my appointment. I
just can’t breathe in my family

kitchen. She may leave her own
lunch kit for the day but would

Dedicated to “Laadliyan” of

never do same for any of her

South Asian culture and com-

family members.

mitted to empowering women
and girls for CHANGE.

Laadliyan: Symbolic of daughter in Punjabi language

PCHS Media
Shaping your thoughts
Our Shows
The Purple Tales
Weekly Punjabi News
InterGen
News & Views
Parchol
Khari Khari
Community Connection

For information about programs and their schedule please visit our website at www.pchsmedia.com
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not let the anger well up inside

that I’m just taking personally?

yourself, am I looking at the big

of you because how you feel is

MANAGING ANGER

already within your control.

Before getting angry, ask

Do not take things personally.

picture here?

When you are not attaching

Techniques On How
To Control Your
Temper And Be
Anger-Proof

» Iona Kristina

Before getting angry, ask your-

yourself personally to all

Do not make too much of

self, am I just making stuff up in

the happenings around you,

small things.

my head right now?

you will have a much lighter

Becoming anger-proof re-

approach to circumstances,

quires the committment to not

Don’t give in to the endless

and things won’t bother you

be sweating the small stuff, or

internal monologue.

that easily. Whenever you are

in other words, to be main-

A lot of times, when we are

seeing other people’s behavior

taining a bigger picture of life

faced with a disturbing sit-

as a reflection of the energy

at all times. In times when you

uation, our mind gets in an

that is going on inside of them,

are inclined to get angry, you

endless loop of conclusions

without any connection to

can ask yourself, will this thing

and judgments, which ends up

what you’re doing, you won’t

really matter months or years

clouding our clarity to make

be taking things personally and

from now? Will I allow this

a conscious response. Start

be feeling any anger or hurt for

thing or person to take away

making an intention to ob-

how a person behaved toward

minutes or hours of happiness

serve your mind as it starts to

you. Whatever their reaction

from me, something that is

engage in unnecessary chat-

or behavior is, is essentially

comparatively miniscule in

When you are not able to con-

Before getting angry, ask your-

are heading in the opposite

ter. Instead of reacting, try

a result of their own beliefs,

the bigger scheme of things?

trol your anger, it controls you.

self, am I giving up the control

direction of happiness, which

observing. Pause for a while

perspectives and habits of

If your answer is no, then you

It can get destructive both for

for my own happiness?

in this case towards anger. The

and take a deep breath as you

thinking, and is totally unrelat-

now have moved a whole lot

feeling of anger will now be a

center yourself. By doing this,

ed to who you are. Nothing will

of energy in the right direc-

you and for others. A little bit
of self-awareness and delib-

Have a happiness that is

choice for you to make, instead

you will become the watch-

feel like a personal attack, and

tion and already decided that

erate attention will go a long

self-fueled.

of an uncontrolled reaction or

er of your mind, instead of

as a result, you will easily be

going the anger route won’t be

way. Because as you give in

When you come to a decision

habit that you unconsciously

becoming a victim of your own

detaching yourself out of the

worth it.

to anger, you are giving away

with yourself that you are

just fall into by default. You

angry thoughts. You won’t be

situation, and feel a sense of

your true strength.

taking responsiblity for your

will already know that you can

paying too much attention to

understanding or compassion

Before getting angry, ask your-

own happiness (that is, you are

choose to go into anger or not,

that voice in the head talking,

for how a person turned out.

self, am I just using our differ-

There are some tips and tech-

deliberately and consciously

instead of blaming the people

and the probability to give in

What they chose to do has got

ences as an excuse to feel the

niques on how to control your

putting your attention, focus

or circumstances for the way

to anger will become lesser as

nothing to do with you, and

anger?

temper and cultivate peaceful

and time on the things that

you feel. With the right focus,

a result.

you will choose to disengage in

responses to challenges and

are serving your emotions

you know you can get yourself

difficulties, be it people or sit-

well), you will be catching

back to a happy, aligned state,

Before getting angry, ask your-

uations in your everyday life.

yourself early whenever you

from where you are. You will

self, is there something in here

any anger or any kind of lower

Give respect for differences.

energy.

People would normally have
different upbringings, environ-
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ments and backgrounds in life

right or wrong depending on

There is no need to feel angry

which would make for a variety

who’s looking or interpreting.

about an outcome because it is

of opinions and attitudes about

You can release the need to

the perfect result of the co-cre-

ways of living and interacting

prove your side when you un-

ation of everyone involved. You

with the world. And being able

derstand that it will be fruitless

can trust that things are always

to recognize and allow for

to argue, and feeling good is

working out in the way that it

these differences and contrast-

more important to you. You will

should for the highest good of

ing personalities will ease up a

walk away peacefully, knowing

all.

lot of tension when confronted

that nothing valuable will come

with someone or something

out from going deeper into

Before getting angry, ask

that is different from what

something you do not want.

yourself, can I choose to forgive
instead of feel angry?

you’ve been used to. Whenever
you have the mindset of honor-

Before getting angry, ask your-

ing the individualities of every

self, am I just making an enemy

Practice forgiveness.

single person you meet, you will

of the present moment?

Forgiving often, instead of
storing anger or hurt within

not feel the need to be angry
and will become more accept-

Be unattached to any specific

you, will increase the likelihood

ing of these differences.

outcome.

of having immunity to feeling

Whenever you are accepting

too much anger again. When

Before getting angry, ask your-

and flowing with life as it pres-

you do not practice that kind

self, am I just wanting to prove

ents itself in every moment,

of vibration inside you, there

myself or my opnion right?

instead of resisting what is al-

wouldn’t be any trapped ener-

ready in front of you and insist-

gies of anger that can be easily

Release the need to be right.

ing that it shouldn’t be the way

triggered by outside circum-

Most angry feelings stem from

that it is, you will naturally not

stances. When you are keeping

the need to be right and to

feel anger or disappointment

your heart open, practicing

prove another person or cir-

with whatever is happening.

forgiveness, and releasing any

cumstance wrong. And releas-

Becoming unattached to how

wounds of the past that may be

ing this need to insist yourself

things should specifically play

trapped inside, the tendency

or your point of view will result

out will eliminate a great deal

to succumb to the feeling of

in a greater relief on your part

of unnecessary demanding or

anger will become less and less.

as you won’t be attached to

pushing against something that

Through forgiveness, you are

winning an argument and being

is beyond your control. Remem-

also treating the situation as

the right one. Keep in mind that

ber that nothing is broken and

an opportunity for your soul

the things happening around

nothing happens by accident.

advancement, and seeing the

us are all subjective. It can be

Everything is a perfect match.

gift that the situation or person

other people’s comments, judg-

full conscious breaths before

ment or criticism of any kind,

responding to any situation,

Before getting angry, ask your-

and the need to seek validation

you will create a space between

self, am I choosing self love with

or approval from them will be

unconscious reacting and con-

this response?

gone. What will most matter to

scious responding. That space

you will be taking care of your

of presence will set your mind

Practice self-love.

own vibration, and not letting

clearer as to the what the ben-

When you are putting self-love

the feeling of anger bring your

eficial action should be. As you

as your priority in every inter-

vibration down.

maintain your presence, you

is providing for you.

will become more observant of

action, you will become more
gentle towards yourself as well

Before getting angry, ask your-

the emotional energy you are

as to others. You will naturally

self, am I grounded in the present

allowing within your own body.

be connected to your core val-

moment?

ues of peace, harmony, joy and
love, and will naturally move

Be fully present.

toward harmonious respons-

As you ground yourself in the

es. You will also be immune to

present moment by taking
Source: https://bit.ly/3nsTMIP

PCHS
Sahara Geriatrics Program

Sahara Geriatrics Program strives to empower, support

healthy aging, physical independence and wellbeing.

and educate seniors to improve their quality of life. We
provide a number of programs that are culturally and

Our programs use a holistic approach by providing

linguistically appropriate.

supportive counselling services to individuals and family

We also provide resources and education to promote

members.

Client Testimonial

Thanks is a very small word but

time and attachment social rela-

She becomes a connective pillar

can Express very big meanings.

tionships of this crucial period of

between your supportive ideas and

Here using progressivism for you

covid 19.

me and other seniors

sir,the CEO of PCHS .
In this kindness and help I/we ap-

At the end ! Appreciate PCHS and

This is a big help and progressive

preciate Jagdeep Kainth supports,

its whole staff working under your

idea to the seniors for good pass

assistive and co-operative nature.

kind control.

- PRITPAL SINGH Ghumman
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Critical Thinking

Are The
People In
Power A
Reflection
Of Humanity?
» Oliver JR Cooper

Irrespective of whether it

or these individuals wouldn't be

there are the views that the

by this source. Thus, this source

it doesn't mean that they will

manipulate another person, the

relates to the Prime Minister

where they are.

mainstream media have.

plays a big part in how so many

realise this. As far as they are

last thing that they would want

people see the person who is in

cornered, how they see this

is for what they are doing to

power at any given time.

person can be seen as what this

become clear. So, the fact that

person is actually like.

so many people are not aware

of the United Kingdom or the
president of America, there

But, while there are people

Manufactured Consent

is no shortage of people who

that do like the leader of their

However, it wouldn't be right

don't like the person who is

country, it can seem as though

to say that these two things are

Even so, just because someone

the leader of their country. Of

most people don't. Along with

separate, as a large part of the

has been conditioned to see

The Perfect Outcome

these modern-day sorcerers

course, there are people that do

the views that the citizenry has,

citizenry is heavily influenced

this person in a certain way,

Now, if an individual wanted to

are highly effective at what

of what is going on, means that
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they do.

A Heavy Weight
To do a job like this, someone

There are people who look

needs to be willing to tolerate

towards the alternative instead,

an endless amount of criticism

and this can be seen as a source

and to accept a lot of respon-

that also conditions people to

sibility. Therefore, someone

see their leaders in a certain

either needs to be incredibly

way. Taking this into account, if

strong, or they need to be in-

someone who soaks up what the

credibly narcissistic.

mainstream media says was to
talk to someone who soaks up

The former won't need the

what the alternative media says,

approval of others to feel good

it is not going to be a surprise if

about themselves, whilst the lat-

there is conflict.

ter, with their inflated false-self,
will. For the latter, taking the

One Outlook

blows will be worth it because of

If the effect that the media has

the narcissistic supply that such

was put to one side, it could be

a role would bestow upon them.

”

victim. There is then someone
'out there' who is in control and

To do a job like this,
someone needs to

they, along with their fellow
human beings, can't do much
about it.

be willing to tolerate
an endless amount
of criticism and to
accept a lot of
responsibility.
Therefore, someone
either needs to be

Sure, they can vote for someone
else but, who's to say that the
next person will be any better?
The next person could be just
as bad, if not worse, than the
previous president; or, the same
person could be 'voted' in again.

A Different Focus
What if the president of Amer-

incredibly strong, or
they need to be

ica, or the leader of any other
country for that matter, is a reflection of what is going on for

said that it would still be hard to

incredibly

accept that the people who are

An Expected Outcome

in power are the best candidates

With this in mind, it is to be

for the job. Take the president of

expected that the political arena

America for example, is he really

would attract people who are

toxic this realm is, it is likely to

collective consciousness.

the best leader that America has

a danger to themselves and

be heard for someone to stay

Upon hearing something like

to offer?

humanity. People like this are

true to their own principles and

this, the average person - espe-

essentially empty vessels that

not to be undermined by people

cially someone who can't stand

Is there not at least one other

need constant external affir-

that don't want someone like

their president - could com-

person who is far more bal-

mation of their own greatness

this to rise to the top.

pletely dismiss this viewpoint

anced and evolved, who would

to stop themselves from having

be better suited for this role?

to come into contact with their

The Usual Approach

fact that they don't like this per-

What needs to be taken into

own darkness.

At this point, it would be easy

son and are seemingly nothing

to criticise the president of

like them will be seen as a clear

consideration here is that being

narcissistic.

the citizenry as a whole? This
person is then a manifestation
of what is taking place in the

and even experience anger. The

the president of America is not

It wouldn't be right, though, to

America, and by coming from

sign that they have played no

going to appeal to most people

say that well-balanced people

this angle, it would be normal

part in this person being the

are not found in the political

for the average person to see

president.

realm. Nonetheless, due how

themselves as a powerless

in America.

”

With this in mind, it is to be expected that the
political arena would attract people who are
a danger to themselves and humanity.
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The Illusion of Separation

ple? Through not being able

One thing that the ego-mind

to acknowledge these parts of

does is create the impression

themselves, someone 'out there'

If they did this instead of resist-

that one is separate from every-

has to appear to embody what

ing what is going on 'out there'

one and everything. As a result

they themselves are not willing

and supporting the very reality

of this, what is taking place 'out

to face.

that they want to change - what

sciousness.

is resisted is what will persist

there' won't have anything to do

Another Part

and grow - there is a strong

Also, as the 'dark' parts of them-

chance the world would change

In reality, one is not merely an

selves will be pushed out of their

very rapidly. The trouble is that

observer of their reality; they

conscious awareness, they will

fighting what is going on 'out

are playing an active role in

also project these parts into oth-

there' and blaming others is far

what they do or don't experi-

ers. Ergo, while people out there

more appealing to the ego-mind;

ence. Nevertheless, it is not

such as the president will be a

this will allow one to avoid their

just what is taking place in their

manifestation of what they are

own pain, to feel self-righteous

conscious mind that influences

not willing to face, they will also

and to receive approval from

their life; it is also what is taking

see things in others that don't

others

place in their unconscious mind.

actually belong to them.

with them.

Going within, on the other hand,

The Collective Field

Another person will then be

and working through emotional

When it comes to what is taking

seen as possessing something

wounds and disowned parts of

place in someone's unconscious

that they themselves are not

themselves, will be painful and

mind, this will partly relate to

willing to come to terms with.

won't serve their ego. Doing

the parts of themselves that are

These two examples show how

this will take courage and they

too painful for them to acknowl-

much of an impact someone has

are likely to receive very little

edge. Not only will these parts

on their own reality and the

approval from others.

stay deep inside them, but they

world as a whole.

will also seep into the collective
unconscious.

Final Thoughts
What is clear is that looking

What if, then, the president of

towards someone 'out there' to

America, or the leader of any

change a country or the world is

other country for that matter,

not very effective. It is likely to

is a representation of what

be far more effective if human-

is taking place in the uncon-

ity not only did the right things

scious mind of so many peo-

but also cleaned their own con-

Source: https://bit.ly/34usZTZ

To register please follow the link below:
https://bit.ly/31GoUfe
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